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Hexagonal-based ordered phases in H-Zr
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Recent research has shown the possible presence of a-based hydride superstructures in the two-phase a-d

equilibrium region of H-Zr. This evidences the relevance of investigating the coherent phase diagram at the

atomic scale, a task performed in this paper using a combination of cluster expansion sCEd and electronic

structure methods. Our work points out the existence of various metastable ordered structures, some of them

CE predicted and confirmed by the ab initio calculations, and shows the H-Zr system as conveniently described

by CEs not exceeding fourth-neighbor interactions. Apart from second-order long-range interactions parallel to

the c axis, these interactions stabilize these hydrides as stackings of “H biplanes” parallel to the basal plane.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.80.094111 PACS numberssd: 61.66.Dk, 64.60.De, 64.70.kd

I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen in metals constitutes an issue focusing vast sci-

entific efforts devoted to the search of new energy supplies.1

In the case of zirconium, an additional technological interest

arises from the use of Zr alloys2 in nuclear industry, essen-

tially as cladding materials submitted to corrosion phenom-

ena producing important amounts of hydrogen. The absorp-

tion of H by the metal and the subsequent hydride

precipitation may lead to significant embrittlement, depend-

ing on the hydride distribution and the thermodynamic con-

ditions. Understanding the mechanisms of hydride formation

is therefore an important safety issue, as well as a fundamen-

tal one, involving different stable and metastable hydride

phases,3 the influence of which is still poorly known. At

moderate temperature, the equilibrium phase diagram is

rather simple in the 0 sZrd to 2/3 sZrH2d domain of H atomic

fraction: phase separation should occur between an a ZrsHd
solid solution with low H content and a ZrH2−x sx.0.4d d
phase with fluorine sCaF2d structure. For higher H amounts,

a nearly stoichiometric bct s“body-centered tetragonal,”

c /a,1d ZrH2 e compound appears, in equilibrium with d. In
addition, a metastable g phase s“face-centered tetragonal,”

c /a.1d with composition close to ZrH is often experimen-

tally observed after quenching. More recently, a new ordered

compound scalled zd fully coherent with a Zr was detected,

with a composition close to Zr2H.4 g being the most fre-

quently studied phase, a question arises about the nature of

the early stages of its precipitation, which may involve co-

herent clusters either of type ZrH sRef. 5d shenceforth called

g9d or z.4 TEM observations show that both the z and g
precipitates show characteristic morphologies, with needles

parallel to the basal plane of the hexagonal lattice and

aligned along the compact crystallographic directions.

These observations emphasize the relevance of studying

properties of the coherent Zr-H system on a hexagonal lat-

tice. To this aim, cluster expansion sCEd methods are cur-

rently the best theoretical tool for the atomic-scale study of

thermodynamic properties in condensed-matter science,6,7 in-

cluding both stable and metastable systems. When using

these methods, two major difficulties, however, arise: sid the

reliable determination of those relevant clusters to be taken

into account, siid the numerical assessment of the corre-

sponding energy coefficients. Such limitations have been

partly overcome during the last decade through the introduc-

tion of statistical procedures, enabling to optimize the selec-

tion of clusters that enter in a CE, coupled with atomic-scale

electronic structure calculations. These elements have turned

these cluster-based configurational energetic descriptions

into better predictive tools for equilibrium thermodynamic

calculations,7 and more recently to describe kinetic processes

in alloys.8 Finally, the interest of studying the H-Zr system is

raised further by the fact that CE methods have scarcely been

applied to hexagonal systems.9 The present work is orga-

nized as follows: the underlying methodology is described in

Sec. II, the CE elaboration and resulting low-temperature

slow-Td properties are investigated in Sec. III, and Sec. IV

uses this CE modeling to infer hydride properties at moder-

ate temperatures s500 Kd.

II. METHODS

A. Clusters in the H-Zr system

In the present investigation of H-Zr properties, the Zr sub-

lattice sreasonably supposed to be vacancy free and inacces-

sible to H atomsd was not taken into account in the CE mod-

eling, hence a pseudobinary model including H atoms and

“vacancies,” both located on the tetrahedral10 sublattice

sFig. 1d. Such an implicit treatment of inert species is

widespread in configurational thermodynamics of

nonmetallic—especially ionic—systems ffor instance, oxides
sRef. 11dg. Within the CE framework, the energy can be writ-

ten quite generally as a function of the configuration:

Escd = o
a,Ia

JIa

a pIa

a scd , s1d

where the coefficients JIa

a are the sunknownd cluster-energy

coefficients, and pIa

a scd are cluster “chemical indicators.” It

has been shown that the latter can be chosen in various

ways6,12 sincluding different forms of polynomialsd, designed
to provide eventually more tractable formalisms for subse-

quent applications in analytical schemes, such as the cluster

variation method sCVMd. In the present case, since no CVM
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developments were intended for H-Zr, we adopted a lighter

and equivalent choice, simply defining pIa

a scd as products

sover each clusterd of site indicators, that take the value 1 if

the cluster a has chemistry Ia, 0 otherwise. Since the emer-

gence of accurate ab initio methods for energy calculations,

the coefficients JIa

a are now currently fitted on the energies of

structures calculated ab initio, an approach followed in the

present work. The symmetry of the underlying crystal per-

mits to greatly reduce the number of coefficients by assign-

ing equal values to the JIa

a of symmetry-related clusters.13

A critical issue when constructing CEs is the necessarily

finite range of the interactions sCE truncationd, which may

lead to a reduced predictive accuracy when long-range elas-

tic effects are important. In particular, it has been shown that

the properties of multilayered substitutional solutions involv-

ing size-mismatched atoms can be more adequately modeled

by introducing so-called “mixed-basis” sMBd CEs ssee, for
instance, Ref. 14d, in which the pair part of the CE is refor-

mulated in reciprocal space, as a sum over kW wave vectors in

the Brillouin zone. Although the MBCE formalism, in prin-

ciple, therefore enables to take into account pair interactions

with arbitrary distance, its efficiency critically depends on

the treatment of the long wavelengths terms s“k=0

singularity”d,15 which requires to get a precise enough pic-

ture of the relevant k values around the origin of the Bril-

louin zone. This is practically achieved by the preliminary

evaluation, from continuum elasticity arguments, of a “con-

stituent strain energy,” then subtracted from each ab initio

energy in the structure set before the MBCE is finally fitted

on the corrected energies. While this procedure was shown to

yield improved results in presence of sharp heterophase in-

terfaces within substitutional solutions, it has not been ex-

tended to interstitial systems. Since we are primarily con-

cerned here with bulk thermodynamics of H-Zr sfor which

such interfacial effects are probably less importantd, and

elasticity is partially accounted for by the atomic relaxations

of the input ab initio structures, the present approach will be
restricted to “real-space” short-range snonreciprocald CEs,
leaving for future works any further treatment of elastic ef-
fects. Indeed, in the case of H-Zr, owing to the significant
relative lattice expansion of the limiting coherent phase ZrH2

with respect to a Zr s2% in the basal plane and 15% along
the c axisd, such refined treatments of the elastic effects may
be valuable, especially when investigating the formation of
coherent vs incoherent precipitates fas already evidenced in
other systems such as Al-Zn sRef. 16dg, a task, however, far
beyond the scope of the present work.

As previously stated, only a limited number of multisite

clusters can be used practically, and approximations on the

range sRd and on the number of sites spd of a cluster must

therefore be introduced. Following the classification of clus-

ters proposed in Ref. 17 for cubic materials, the range will

refer throughout to the neighbor shells in the tetrahedral sub-

lattice, with Rn
p the ensemble of clusters containing at most p

sites separated of each other by at most the nth neighbor

distance. The interest of such a classification stems from the

fact that increasing both parameters leads to an exact expres-

sion for the energy.6 Table I displays the number of clusters

for the families of the H-Zr system up to n=8 and p=6. The

cluster coordinates sup to tripletsd are referenced in Table II.

The exponentially increasing number of cluster combina-

tions with sn ,pd prevents from selecting relevant clusters via

an exhaustive search on Rn
p. Two routes can be followed to

overcome this difficulty: either using heuristic minimization

schemes fMonte Carlo sMCd or genetic algorithms18g, or by

performing an exhaustive search on a restricted ensemble of

CEs built from Rn
p. In this work, the second approach was

chosen with the invariant cluster expansion sICEd approxi-

mation. Under this assumption, introduced19 and partly

justified12 by previous works, including a cluster implies to

retain all its subclusters. For some systems,17 ICEs have been

found to converge more rapidly with sn ,pd than noninvariant

ones. Table III indicates the number of ICEs for each family.

Due to computational limitations, the present study was re-

stricted to R6
4, namely, to quadruplets and to the sixth neigh-

bor shell. In this context, instead of a total number of ICEs

equal to 234, the largest number of candidate CEs that have to

be handled in the present work is reduced to 346 747 for R6
4.

B. Fitting of H-Zr energetics

The next step, after building clusters and ICEs, consists in

choosing the set of structures for the CV fitting procedure.

TABLE I. Number of clusters sexcluding x and •d within each

Rn
p family for the a H-Zr system.

Number of sites, p

Range, n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 1

2 2

3 3 4

4 4 10 14 15

5 5 15 28 35 39 40

6 6 17 33 43 50 52 53
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FIG. 1. sColor onlined Interstitial sites in the a H-Zr structure.
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rahedral interstitial sitesd.
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The formation energy of a structure S containing sNZr ,NHd
atoms is

E fsSd = EsSd − NZr 3 E0sZrd − NH 3 E0sHd , s2d

where EsSd, E0sZrd, and E0sHd are obtained from ab initio

calculations. The density-functional theory energies of the

set of structures were determined with the Vienna ab initio

simulation package sVASPd sRefs. 20 and 21d combining the

use of ultrasoft pseudopotentials and plane-wave

developments of the single-electron wave functions. The

calculations were done with the GGA functional of Ref. 22.

The reference energies are E0sZrd=−8.403 eV /atom and

E0sHd=−3.884 eV /atom, respectively, the cohesive energy

of pure Zr and of isolated H in a Zr. All calculations in-

cluded atomic and supercell shape relaxations, implying that

the elastic interactions are at least partly accounted for by the

CEs.

As regards assessing the quality of CEs, the simple root-

mean-square criterion is well known to be useless, since it

systematically selects the maximal CE and thus may not give

a realistic picture of the prediction accuracy of CEs.14,23 The

cross-validation sCVd criterion24 is frequently used as a mea-

sure of the prediction ability of a CE. The CV procedure

divides the structure set into two subsets s“fit” and “predic-

tion” structuresd, which, respectively, are used to fit the CE

coefficients and calculate the prediction error. Different ways

of constructing these sets have been proposed sfor a discus-

sion, see Ref. 25d. Although more elaborate criteria have

been recently developed for substitutional systems,14 the

present work, dealing with much less commonly investigated

interstitial solid solutions, was carried out using the most

frequent “leave-one-out” sLOOd CV criterion, a seemingly

reasonable compromise of tractability and accuracy.

III. GROUND-STATE PROPERTIES

In cluster modeling of materials, the required optimal CEs

not only should be efficient within the input data set, but also

should correctly reproduce the whole ground-state proper-

ties. While some works have been performed using CEs con-

structed from the CV procedure associated with a nonevolu-

tive structure set, it has been pointed out recently14 that such

an approach may lead to the unexpected presence of spurious

ground states. Since fixing this deficiency requires an itera-

tive update of the structure set ssee belowd, it therefore seems

useful to detail somewhat the present investigation devoted

to the poorly known H-Zr. We will thus present in the next

section the CEs obtained from a CV procedure applied with

TABLE II. Cluster site coordinates for optimal CEs of R3-R6 sRx=neighbor range, the last figure distin-

guishes between clusters of same range and number of sitesd.
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TABLE III. Number of invariant CEs for each Rn
p family for a

H-Zr.

Number of sites, p

Range, n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 1 5

3 1 9 10

4 1 17 162 328 334

5 1 33 1790 46076 70219 84966 85026

6 1 65 4964 346747 701180 912181 914401 914461
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a fixed structure set, before turning to the role of the structure

set enrichment.

A. Cross-validation fitting of CEs

Since in current CE methods, the structure set is a key

ingredient, some words about it have to be given first. When

tackling a new system, for which no such structures have

been calculated with ab initio methods, this set requires to be

constructed “from scratch,” by proper choice of a sufficient

number of smore or lessd ordered compounds relevant for the

system considered. In our case, an initial structure set was

available, as already employed in previous investigations of

the stable variants of z Zr2H.4 Although sufficient to deal

with CEs included in R3, this set had to be enriched in order

to be also convenient for R6, thus leading to a much larger

s77d ensemble. Beginning the present a H-Zr study with this

structure set composed of 77 elements seach containing at

most 32 tetrahedral sitesd, Fig. 2 shows the results of the

corresponding CV selection. The minimum zone of each Rn

is rather shallow, suggesting that several ICEs might be

equally favorable. Considering the trends associated with in-

creasingly larger Rn families, it should be noted first that

raising n improves the optimal CV score, which lies between

13 sR3d and 7 sR6d meV/atom.

As for the simplest family R3, its CV criterion appears not

to be improved by the addition of the TR3 triplet. In fact, the

R3 ICE which has the lowest CV criterion is particularly

simple, since it contains only two clusters sbesides the empty

cluster sx d and the point s • d, implicit throughoutd: the pairs

PR1 and PR2. This illustrates that the addition of a larger

number of clusters does not necessarily improve the quality

of prediction of CEs. Increasing the range up to the R4 family

s16 clustersd, the ICE with the lowest CV criterion still offers

moderate complexity, as it contains now 5 clusters: four pairs

sPR1, PR2, PR3, PR4d and one triplet sTR44d sFig. 3d. Note

that, although available, quadruplets are not selected in the

optimal ICEs. Further increasing the range up to R5 s30 clus-

tersd confirms these clearcut trends, with an optimum of six

clusters sPR1, PR2, PR3, PR5, TR3, TR52d. It should be

noted that the optimal CEs for R4 and R5 have close CV

values s.10 meV /atomd, thus significantly improving the

score obtained with R3, at the only expense of a reasonably

heavier modeling. Finally, the R6 family s35 clustersd again

shows an optimum with only eight clusters: five pairs sPR1,

PR2, PR3, PR5, PR6d and three triplets sTR3, TR52, TR61d,
with a second noticeable jump of the CV score s7 meV/

atomd. The CV criterion therefore seems to confirm that the

H-Zr energetics can be described quite precisely with light

CE modeling. It also clearly points out the quadruplets as

irrelevant cluster figures for H-Zr, suggesting that the ener-

getics of the system has reached sufficient convergence with

respect to the number of sites of clusters. Finally, it also

appears unfavorable to consider CEs with more than ,10 to

15 clusters.

The CV criterion is reputedly an efficient way to build

CEs with real predictive ability. However, in order to reach a

sufficient level of reliability, its use should be followed with

a more thorough ground-state search. To this aim, an efficient

procedure to perform an exhaustive symmetry-filtered direct

enumeration of the configurational variants for a given su-

perlattice has been proposed recently.26 However, in order to

lead to reasonable computational efforts, it should be applied

to superlattices containing less than .20 sites, whereas the

systems considered in our work involve 32 tetrahedral sites

ssee belowd. An extrapolation of the data provided in Ref. 26

then indicates that the time required for a single ground-state

search should exceed two months, which rules out this direct

enumeration scheme for our purpose. The ground states of

the H-Zr system were thus found by simulated annealing

calculations using a MC Metropolis algorithm, the system

being initially given a sufficient temperature sT.500 Kd
and then slowly cooled down to 0 K. Because of the intricate

coupling between CE and ab initio calculations, the latter

being tractable only for a limited number of atoms ssee Sec.

III Bd, this MC ground-state determination was restricted to

23232 supercells, giving rise to 32 possible composition

values. On-the-fly selection of the minimum energy configu-

ration srather than the last oned yielded T=0 K energy-

composition profiles, the smoothness of which gives reason-

able confidence in the efficiency of the search.

As displayed in Fig. 4sad, the T=0 K energy-composition

curves for R3 and R4 both show a realistic behavior, follow-

ing rather closely the convex hull of the ab initio data set on

the whole Zr-ZrH2 composition range. Ab initio—CE energy

differences appear to be lower than 10 meV/atom, a reason-
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able accuracy with respect to the absolute values of the for-

mation energies. More precisely, the best candidate seems to

be the R4 CE, which demonstrates an enhanced salthough
limitedd trend to phase separation between Zr and ZrH.

Whereas the behavior of R3 in this composition range is al-

most linear sas would result from a CE limited to •d, R4

seems to favor the recently evidenced z hydride, with com-

position Zr2H. Moreover, with a roughly zero slope for low

H contents, R4 accounts for the reduced H solubility in Zr,

whereas the R3 behavior is consistent with unexpectedly

large amounts of diluted H at low temperature. It should be

noted that the use of the canonical Monte Carlo algorithm

allows to explore compositions which at equilibrium should

lead to phase separation shence inaccessible to grand canoni-

cal Monte Carlod. For xH.1 /2, both R3 and R4 seem to

identify a new snot contained in the ab initio structure setd
stable compound with stoichiometry Zr2H3, this CE predic-

tion being confirmed in the subsequent study snext sectiond.
An experimental confirmation of this feature may, however,

be made difficult by the proximity sin terms of H contentd of

the equilibrium d hydride with CaF2 structure, the high sta-

bility of which may prevent such metastable compounds

from appearing, even in a transient way. On the whole, R4

seems a good candidate for further investigation of the ther-

modynamic properties of the H-Zr system. Although beyond

the scope of the present analysis, it might also be instructive

to refine the analysis, in order to identify which clusters spe-

cific to R4 sPR3, PR4, TR44d are responsible for its improve-

ment of the ground-state properties with respect to the sim-

pler R3 model.

Conversely, as illustrated by Fig. 4sbd, the situation ap-

pears to be quite different when considering the ground-state

properties predicted by R5 and R6, the energy-composition

curves being strongly shifted down with respect to the ab

initio data set. The R5 and R6 CEs yielded by the CV proce-

dure thus appear inadequate for further modeling of H-Zr,

since the structures obtained as most stable at each compo-

sition are in fact spurious ground states. This clearly indi-

cates that the R5 and R6 CEs have not reached convergence

with respect to the structure set, confirming that this issue is

indeed critical in CE elaboration.14 Before turning to this

point, it should be stressed that R4 and R5 display quite dis-

tinct ground-state behaviors, whereas they were found close

to each other in terms of mere CV criterion scf. Fig. 2d. This
again emphasizes the limit of a pure CV approach for the

determination of an optimal CE.

B. Autocoherent refinement of CEs

The previously mentioned deficiency of R5 and R6 sug-

gests to carry out an autocoherence sACd procedure, aimed at

guaranteeing the convergence with respect to the set of struc-

tures, and iterated until a sufficient match is attained between

the CE and ab initio ground-state energies. This AC proce-

dure, similar to that employed with heuristic selection of CEs

via genetic algorithms,14 will be applied here in the frame-

work of invariant CEs. One AC step practically consists in sid
adding to the structure set several selected spurious ground

states corresponding to large ab initio CE-energy differences,

siid performing again the complete sCV+ground state searchd
scheme. Although the previously obtained optimal R3 and R4

CEs seem to have reached the required convergence sas they

apparently predict no spurious ground stated, this important

point deserves a more detailed checking. Therefore, while

mainly aimed at improving the quality of the larger R5 and

R6 CEs, AC will be performed consistently for all Rn fami-

lies, including R3 and R4. The optimal ICEs yielded by AC

are described in Table IV.

As any CE improvement should benefit first to the most

remarkable sstable or strongly metastabled ordered com-

pounds of the system, it is natural to consider in priority the

relevant compositions. According to this rule, four structures

were therefore selected at the first AC iteration. Firstly, the

TABLE IV. Clusters selected by the cross-validation criterion in the Rn
p family for each step of autoco-

herent procedure. Such a notation as PR1-5 means that sPR1, PR2, PR3, PR4, PR5d are included in the

invariant CE.

AC step snumber of structuresd R3
3 R4

4 R5
4 R6

4

Initial s77d PR1-2 PR1-4 PR1-3 PR5 PR1-3 PR5-6

TR44 TR3 TR52 TR3 TR52 TR61

First s81d ” PR1-2 PR1-5 TR3 PR1-6 TR3

PR4 TR52-4 QR59 TR52-4 QR59

Second s88d ” ” PR1-5 TR3 TR41 PR1-6 TR3 TR41

TR43-5 TR52 QR42 QR44 TR45 TR51-3 QR51 QR59
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FIG. 4. sColor onlined Ground-state properties of H-Zr for the

optimal ICEs deduced from the cross-validation procedure applied

to sad R3 and R4 and sbd R5 and R6 sinitial set of 77 structures,

empty circlesd. Also shown sstraight linesd are the low-temperature

independent-defect slopes around several compounds with notice-

able stoichiometries ssee Sec. IV for detailsd.
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clear prediction by both R3 and R4 of a metastable Zr2H3

compound at the initial CV procedure required to take it into

account. Moreover, as a secondary metastable compound

was previously detected ssee Fig. 4d by all CEs at Composi-

tion Zr4H, the corresponding CE-favored structure was also

added to the set. Thirdly, a satisfactory modeling of the prop-

erties of the recently identified Zr2H hydride was required,

and the erroneously stable structure at this composition was

also introduced in the fitting set. Finally, the initial CV fitting

seems to indicate that xH=1 /2 corresponds to a limit be-

tween two distinct composition zones, with an enhanced

trend to ordering above this value fFig. 4sadg, hence the im-

portance of a correct energetic description around ZrH. As R6

on the contrary favors H excess, checking of this surprising

feature thus imposed to add to the set the off-stoichiometric

Zr8H9 compound.

The new CV fitting with this set of 81 structures is found

to have no effect on the optimal R3 CE, which confirms that,

within the framework of interactions limited to the third

neighbor shell, the optimization scheme is indeed complete,

pointing out a remarkably simple CE formed with only the

first two tetrahedral pairs. It should be emphasized that such

a simple modeling seems sufficient to reasonably reproduce

the H-Zr bulk properties on the whole Zr-ZrH2 composition

domain sthe short range of interactions may, however, be

inadequate to describe sharp heterophase interfacesd.
On the contrary, an important effect of the structure set

enrichment is detected for the optimal CE of the R4 family,

the previously selected TR44 triplet being now discarded, as

well as the third neighbor pair PR3. The new optimal R4 ICE

thus extends the optimum for R3 by mere addition of the

fourth neighbor pair PR4, again leading to a noticeably light

modeling for H-Zr. The ground-state properties of this new

R4 optimum are displayed in Fig. 5sad. It confirms the trend

to phase separation below xH=1 /2, as well as the privileged

role of Zr2H. On the whole, including PR4 improves the

smoothness of the energy-composition profile in each two-

phase zone. The trend to long-range ordering is increased

above ZrH, with two-phase smetastabled fields limited by

Zr2H3. The properties of the ZrsHd dilute solution, however,

persistently appear to be difficult to describe accurately, as

the CE-predicted energy of pure Zr is overestimated by more

than 10 meV/atom. This failure may be, either due to the

limited number of structures with low H content in the set sas

it requires ab initio calculations on exceedingly large super-

cellsd, or a hint of longer-ranged interactions overlooked in

the present modeling. Table V sums up the values of the

formation energy coefficients of the R3 and R4 optimal CEs.

The first two columns show that including sPR3, PR4, TR44d
does not modify deeply the contribution of the common clus-

ters. For R4, using a 77-structure set clearly yields an oscil-

latory decaying influence of the pair coefficients, an effect

seeked in the framework of MBCEs sRef. 15d and arising

spontaneously here. Moreover, increasing the structure set

for R4 mainly entails a moderate change for •, demonstrating

the stability of the CE scheme.

The situation is also strongly modified for R5 and R6: the

enlarged structure set somewhat raises the complexity of the

optimal CEs, the latter containing, respectively, 10 and 11

clusters. Another feature seems to be the emergence of a

well-defined sthe same for R5 and R6d fifth-neighbor quadru-

plet sQR59d, whereas no such four-site figure samong 16

available, see Table Id was selected within R4. As a refine-

ment of the analysis snot performed hered, the relevance of

this QR59 selection swhich may appear somewhat arbitraryd
could be tested by identifying the clusters contained in the

best CEs around the optimum. As expected, the resulting

ground-state properties fFig. 5sbdg of R5 and R6 optimal CEs

are deeply modified, showing now more satisfactory energy-

composition profiles. In particular, the behavior for

xH,1 /2 is of comparable, or higher, accuracy than obtained

from the R4 ICE, with a much better description of the dilute

ZrsHd solution. Since for low hydrogen amounts, the H at-

oms sor H clustersd necessarily interact via their elastic en-

ergy fields, the latter feature suggests that the multisite inter-

actions included in R5 and R6 CEs are spartiallyd able to

account for these long-range effects, at least in this domain

of composition sthis may, however, not be the case for higher

H contentsd. On the other hand, R5 and R6 show a surprising

behavior beyond ZrH, with almost linear profiles totally

overlooking specific ordering in the intermediate Zr2H3 com-

pound. This constitutes the main discrepancy between the

simple pair CEs of R3 and R4, and the longer-ranged multi-

site ones of R5 and R6. Due to the importance of this issue for

a proper choice of the H-Zr energy model, we will return to

this CE comparison in the next section.

As the various models obtained at this stage no longer

show erroneous ground states at characteristic compositions,

this probably means that the CE convergence reached with

TABLE V. Formation energy coefficients seVd of the optimal

ICEs of R3 and R4 sthe latter both for the 77- and 81-structure setsd.

Cluster R3 R4 s77-structured R4 s81-structured

x −0.613 −0.641 −0.636

• 0.222 0.244 0.318

PR1 0.104 0.098 0.091

PR2 −0.075 −0.075 −0.076

PR3 0.049

PR4 −0.001 −0.028

TR44 −0.053
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FIG. 5. sColor onlined CE ground states of H-Zr at the first

iteration of the autocoherent procedure sSec. III Bd, sad for R4

sdashed line=CE convex hull indicating phase separationd and sbd

for R5 and R6 s81 structure set, same symbols as in Fig. 4d.
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the 81-structure set is sufficient. In order to check this point,

one more AC step was performed, adding several s7d new

compounds with various compositions between pure Zr and

ZrH. The energy-composition profiles deduced from this 88-

structure set yields the same R4 optimum previously, con-

firming that the convergence is reached for this family. As

for R5 and R6, on the contrary, this second AC iteration sur-

prisingly entails the emergence of new spurious ground

states on the whole composition domain. This erroneous be-

havior for R5 and R6 could be corrected again by further

iterations of AC snot shown for brevityd, however, with a

persistent “oscillating” behavior serroneous prediction—

correctiond that may be related to the LOO CV criterion

adopted, since the latter is known to favor artificial complex-

ity of the CEs.25 This point would deserve further investiga-

tion, for instance, by employing a “leave many out” variant

of the CV criterion, as suggested in Ref. 25. Anyway, this

remark does not invalidate the previous conclusions about

the optimal CEs obtained at the initial and first AC steps.

C. Cluster expansions and point defects in ZrxHy

The foregoing analysis was intended to provide a thor-

ough insight of the effect of the various parameters entering

the elaboration of a CE energy model. The Rn
p adopted hier-

archy revealed two quite distinct ground-state behaviors

sR3-R4 vs R5-R6d related to the complexity of the optimal

ICEs. More extensive investigations sincluding thermody-

namic calculations, interface studies,…d would be beneficial,

in order to discriminate between these two types of models.

Leaving these investigations for future work, we will go on

here with low-temperature properties, confronting the previ-

ous CE ground-state predictions with those deduced from an

independent-point-defect approach sIPDAd, much easier to

handle than CEs, and successively applied to a few ordered

compounds relevant for H-Zr. The basic quantities required

to perform an IPDA analysis, namely, the grand canonical

defect energies ssee, for instance, Ref. 27d, were calculated

using the same ab initio method sVASPd as employed to get

the energies of the structure set. As the present CE analysis

mainly points out the local smetad stability of three struc-

tures, namely, ZrH, zZr2H, and Zr2H3, the properties of these

ordered compounds around stoichiometry can therefore be

analyzed in an IPDA framework. Our goal here is not to

study the point defect properties inferred from the above CE

modeling, but rather to draw the reader’s attention on the

link between CE and IPDA, since both approaches usually

form the subject of separate publications although they ad-

dress quite close issues. In spite of its simplicity, IPDA is

exact in the limiting case of low departures from stoichiom-

etry sdxd and T→0 K, and can therefore be regarded as a

reference point for the behavior of CEs around ordered com-

pounds, both approaches being expected to yield identical

results. Discrepancies may thus be the hint, either of defect

clustering sprobably an exceptional case in the low sdx ,Td
domain, dealt with by IPDA refinement—see below for

Zr2H3d or of the inadequacy of the CE considered. In the

present H-Zr system, for which several CEs of seemingly

close merits could be built, IPDA may therefore help to dis-

criminate between these CEs.

In this scheme, the following point defects were consid-

ered sFig. 6d: sid for ZrH, sV1 ,H2d sH vacancy on site 1 and

interstitial H on site 2d, siid for Zr2H, sV1 ,H2 ,H3 ,H4d sva-
cancy on site 1, interstitial H on sites 2, 3, and 4d, siiid for

Zr2H3, sH1 ,V2 ,V3 ,V4d sinterstitial H on site 1, vacancy on

sites 2, 3, and 4d, namely, two- and four-defect modelings. A

low-temperature calculation of the IPDA free energy of a

given ordered compound yields roughly straight lines which

provide information slocal slopes of the energy-composition

curvesd that can be compared to the previous CE modelings.

For completeness, dilute ZrsHd and substoichiometric ZrH2

were also modeled along the same lines, and the local IPDA

behaviors in the five relevant composition ranges are dis-

played in Figs. 4 and 5 sit can be noticed that the slopes

calculated with the IPDA analysis closely follow the ab initio

datad. The comparison with the CE behavior shows that R3

and R4 should probably be preferred, since they globally

yield better free energy derivatives schemical potentialsd of

the main ordered phases around stoichiometry. Admittedly,

R5 and R6 CEs, after iteration 1 of AC, provide for z Zr2H

sand also for the dilute H solutiond a picture very consistent

with IPDA, but their behavior is probably not satisfactory

beyond xH=1 /2, where IPDA confirms the strong ordering

tendency already deduced from R3 and R4 CEs, thus invali-

dating R5 and R6.

Due to its key position sat the heart of the composition

zone where CE discrepancies are prominentd, the compound

Zr2H3 must be investigated in detail. In particular, IPDA can

be considered as a valid low-T, low dx description only when

possible “structural” complex defects are taken into

account.28 Since the latter IPDA analysis was confined to

single-site point defects, its stability should be tested with

respect to the inclusion of double defects. Such a test was

performed for Zr2H3, by insertion into the IPDA formalism

of the six possible first double defects, resulting in an im-

proved ten-defect IPDA model. The corrected IPDA free en-

ergy is not modified with respect to the previous one sinclud-
ing only single defectsd below T.500 K, which reinforces

the previous conclusion of strong ordering around Zr2H3.

This also means that the latter compound should not be

prone to “structural” slow-Td complexes. It is worth noticing

the agreement between the CE and IPDA approaches, respec-

tively, having a global or local character swith respect to
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compositiond. This reinforces a major conclusion of the

present analysis, namely, that the R4 CE presented above

should probably be preferred for further thermodynamic

modeling of a H-Zr.

IV. DISCUSSION: HYDRIDE PRECIPITATION

In the context of the present work, it is interesting to

tackle the practically important issue of hydride precipitation

in H-Zr. Although at equilibrium only the incoherent d phase

Zr2H1−x should form, the question arises as to which mecha-

nisms do favor the emergence of coherent ZrH sRef. 5d or

Zr2H sRef. 4d precipitates, all the more since the previous

analysis indicates that, in the T=0 K limit, both types of

particles should have similar stabilities. The above CE mod-

eling was therefore used to get preliminary information

about the expected precipitation sequence of these hydrides.

For this purpose, we performed finite-temperature Monte

Carlo calculations within a grand canonical scheme, allow-

ing for H-vacancy “transmutations” in the interstitial tetrahe-

dral sublattice of a 6912-site system, in order to overcome

the possible limitations induced by the previously used

23232 supercell. The H chemical potential mH was varied

over a sufficient range, in order to explore the whole

xHP f0;2 /3g composition range, the mH increment being re-

duced down to 1 meV when necessary. For each mH value,

the system was first equilibrated using a 53106-step run sin
order to ensure a sufficient ,103 MC steps/site of supercelld,
and the average xH was calculated with a second run of simi-

lar size. The evolution of the system being sometimes found

to proceed by sudden composition changes sassociated with

overall layered morphologies—see belowd, the convergence

in these cases was checked through much longer s23108

MC stepsd runs, in order to eliminate “spurious” snonphysi-
cald metastable states.

Figure 7 shows the corresponding mHsxHd dependence at

T=500 K. At this temperature, the solubility limit of H

reaches ,1%, a result reasonably agreeing with the experi-

mental estimations3 of ,0.2%. Beyond this limit, the system

directly switches towards sg9d ZrH1−x sxH.42%d, which

thus appears as the first ordered compound with significant

bulk stability. For a narrow range of mH, the a-g9 two-phase

domain is partially occupied by layered structures with glo-
bal compositions Zr3H and Zr2H. However, these structures
are not single-phase compounds, but gradually denser pile
ups of s0001d H planes, the relative position of these planes

inducing layered arrangements of locally a, z, and g9 char-

acter. Below xH=0.5, the observed lamellar microstructures

sFig. 8d may be described in terms of stacking of double H

planes s“biplanes”d along the c axis, as depicted previously

by Fig. 6. It should be emphasized that zZr2H is not found to

form spontaneously, which may be a hint sadmitting, from

Ref. 4, the existence of z particles in bulk formd that the

stability of z depends on weak and long-range selasticd inter-
actions, which are not accounted for by the present short-

range CE model. These low interactions should be respon-

sible for the arrangements of the aforementioned H biplanes,

possibly contributing to the relative stability of g9 and z.
However, the good agreement between the CE and ab initio

results sFig. 5d suggests that the present modeling grasps the

essential part of the energetics of the H-Zr system, consisting

in strong interactions within the basal plane and leading to

biplane formation. For larger H contents, the finite-

temperature simulation also confirms the stability of a bulk

phase with composition Zr2H3, having the characteristics of a

strongly ordered compound and showing a dissymmetric be-

havior soff stoichiometry only for H excessd. It should be

noted that the possible existence of Zr2H3 is a prediction of

the CE modeling, which would be fruitfully confronted with

experimental measurements of the composition within hy-

drides.

As mentioned above, the equilibrium d sCaF2d Zr2H1−x

hydrides are believed to form from g sfctd ZrH particles. The

efforts devoted to understand the formation of these g par-

ticles gave rise to two distinct interpretations, depending on

the composition of the preexisting germs which undergo the

hcp→ fct dislocation-induced transformation. Whereas the

first hypothesis5 admitted for these germs a composition xH

nearly 0.5, recent experiments seem to indicate that a much

lower H content is required, with the introduction of a new z
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compound.4 Our work points out the possibility of strong

fluctuations of compositions sbetween Zr2H and ZrHd in

these germs, which, however, are described in all cases by

stackings of H biplanes. Another noticeable point concerns

the strong stability of Zr2H3, which might be closely related

to the appearance of e precipitates, in a way similar to the

formation of g from g9 or z. More precisely, a Zr2H→e
sequence might constitute an alternative to the usually pro-

posed d→e mechanism.

V. CONCLUSION

In order to shed light on the physical processes of hydride

precipitation in zirconium, the aim of the present work was

to model the coherent a H-Zr system by cluster methods.

This study evidences the existence of several metastable

structures in the composition domain xH=0.2–0.65, which

suggests that the formation of stable sdd or metastable sgd
hydrides is triggered by the emergence of coherent phases, as

also shown experimentally. In spite of this wealth of configu-

rations, the most adequate cluster expansions show a remark-

able simplicity, implying only a few pairs, and leading to an

enhanced stability for layered structures along the c axis sH
biplanesd. The main energetic properties of the a H-Zr sys-

tem can thus be conveniently described by short-ranged in-

teractions. However, obtaining more subtle information

about the actual arrangement of s0001d H biplanes requires

to refine the energy model by including long-range interac-

tions parallel to c, a feature that may be fruitfully described

with mixed-basis cluster expansions.
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